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A comprehensive guide to the cyber security legislation, best practice guidelines and technical standards that

impact on in-car and off-board systems.

The Automotive Cyber Security Legislation Guide identifies the threats and opportunities generated by government

mandates, guidelines and standards within Europe, USA, China and Japan. Information is also provided on relevant

legislation from other countries around the world on an ad-hoc basis when an important development emerges.

The Automotive Cyber Security Legislation Guide has been designed to be a usable reference tool, highlighting the

important requirements whilst noting legacy and outdated publications so that you can confidently focus your

attention on the issues that matter. The Guide provides the background and timeline of each piece of legislation,

best practice and standards, and SBD’s Cyber Security team has gone further, showing the implications and where

you need to be looking, allowing the Legislation Guide to become a vital part of a robust cyber security strategy.
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> What threats and 
opportunities are 
generated by government 
mandates, guidelines and 
standards?

> What exactly the best 
practices & standards for 
complying with all cyber 
security legislation? 

> What are the key relevant 
legislation points from other 
countries on new policies?

> How should we be looking at 
our business to evaluate our 
cyber security compliance?

Key questions answered
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Introduction

The digitization of modern cars continues to progress rapidly with an ever-
rising penetration of connected and automated functionalities. However,
this influx of new features has also exposed the cars to external
vulnerabilities from a cyber security point of view. The security
researchers have found out various ‘gateways’ through which malicious
hackers can get access to the mission-critical elements in the car.

The Cyber Security Legislation Guide identifies the threats and
opportunities generated by government mandates, guidelines and
standards primarily within Europe, USA, China and Japan (and elsewhere).
Information is also provided on relevant legislation from other countries
around the world on an ad-hoc basis when an important development
emerges.

The Cyber Security Legislation Guide has been designed to be a usable
reference tool, listing the important and the most recent announcements
whilst also highlighting the learnings from legacy/outdated publications so
that the readers can confidently focus their attention on the issues that
matter. The Guide provides the status and timeline of each piece of
legislation, best practice and standards, and SBD’s team has gone further,
discussing some of the most relevant topics in detail allowing the
Legislation Guide to become a vital part of a robust cyber security
strategy.

A brief overview of the different type of legal aspects 
(regulation, legislation, standards etc.) covered in this report 
along with the regions in focus. 

Section focusing on region-specific EV legislation, regulation, 
incentives, best practices/guidelines.

Conclusion: The new laws that have recently been introduced 
emphasize more on ‘security by design’. 

Key events and activities in the EV space from a regulatory 
standpoint and their impact

Conclusion: Cyber security is the topmost priority for 
governments and policymakers alike.

Summarizing the legislative activities identified in the associated 
Excel spreadsheet in terms of their recency and status. 

Can SBD help you with any unanswered questions?

Note: This guide only highlights the actual regulatory activities and does not 
give any recommendations. This guide's analytical and forward-looking 
statements shouldn’t be construed as legal advice. 



Example slides 
from the report
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Executive Summary

Introduced*
Legislation/Regulations recently introduced

Enforced/Published**
Legislation/Regulations recently enforced

G
lo

b
a
l

UN Regulation No. 155 (Cyber Security and Cyber Security Management System) 
amendments

SAE International proposes amendment to UN Regulation No. 155 interpretation 
document that aims to improve the applicability of examples given in UN Regulation No. 
155 which are regarding risks due to spoofing of messages or data received by the 
vehicle. 

No new legislation/regulations were enforced recently

C
h

in
a

No new legislation/regulations were introduced last quarter in China

Application regulations of Shanghai Pudong District on Promoting innovation of 
driverless intelligent connected vehicles

OEMs and suppliers in the development of intelligent connected vehicles should 
comply with relevant laws, regulations and standards on network security and other 
broader cyber security guidelines

E
u

ro
p

e

No new legislation/regulations were introduced last quarter in Europe

NIS2 directive enters into force on January 16th, 2023

NIS2 directive expands the scope of NIS by effectively directing more entities and sectors to 
take cyber security measures which would ultimately assist in increasing the level of 
cybersecurity in Europe in the longer term

U
S

A

No new legislation/regulations were introduced last quarter in the US

Strengthening American Cybersecurity Act (SACA) of 2022 comes into effect

SACA protects USA from ransomware attacks and cyber breaches. The bill establishes (1) an 
interagency council to standardize federal reporting of cybersecurity threats, (2) a task force on 
ransomware attacks, and (3) a pilot program to identify information systems vulnerable to such 
attacks

What? Snapshot of key regulatory activities 

*In some regions the word ‘issued’, ‘proposed’ for the legislation that are used
**Standards and Guidelines/Best Practices are often not enforceable by law. They are introduced and reviewed by the subject experts before being published.  
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Analysis

What’s New?Details

Key takeaways

Legislation overview

SACA 2020 (USA)

SACA 2022 signed into law by Biden government

Up until SACA 2022 came into force, the authorities didn’t have any robust framework that can guide the steps to be taken after
an organization is exposed to a security vulnerability. SACA 2022 gives them the necessary guidelines which could prevent many
minor security breaches from becoming serious threats after reporting of the initial incidents. It also gives the concerned
government agencies a visibility into the nature of various attacks which can then be used to sensitize the public about these
attacks and also develop the necessary solutions to prevent them with the industry participants.

As local and state agencies along with the private firms continue to fall prey to the rising cyber security attacks by malicious hackers, the Strengthening 
American Cybersecurity Act (SACA) is designed to give the concerned government agencies (Dept. of Homeland Security, National Security Director etc.) 
visibility into any malicious cyber attacks on critical infrastructure that may have resulted in a security breach or loss of data. This is done to expedite emergency 
response, mitigation, and timely warnings of those attacks to the public

The US Senate unanimously passes SACA 2020

On March 15, 2022, President Biden signs the Strengthening American Cybersecurity Act (SACA) into law which also 
includes the (I) Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act of 2022. The Act created a framework that 
directs the ‘critical’ entities and civilian federal agencies to report any cyber incident within 72 hours and any ransomware
payment within 24 hours to the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency (CISA).

Some of these entities are: Financial services, chemical companies, public health, defense, emergency services, 
dams, nuclear reactors, energy, among others. 

Post initial reporting, more reports would be required until the incident is resolved if substantially new or different 
information becomes available or if the organization makes a ransom payment after it has already submitted initial report.

In addition to the ‘reporting act’, SACA also combines two other bills: II) the Federal Information Security 
Modernization Act; and III) the Federal Secure Cloud Improvement and Jobs Act. III focuses on the proposed 
cyber incident reporting obligations under I

Cyber-security is a one of the priority 
of Biden government

Soon after the Biden’s government 
came into power in the US, the 
administration was vocal about making 
cyber security a topmost national 
priority. The government released a 
White Paper in March 2021 titled 
Interim National Security Strategic 
Guidance where President Joe Biden 
highlighted the ‘expansion of 
investments in the infrastructure and 
the people to protect the nation 
against malicious cyber activity’

This announcement came in the 
aftermath of a major security breach 
incident in the US. It exposed nine 
different Federal agencies to a major 
cyber threat wherein hackers went 
undetected until a private security firm 
unearthed security vulnerabilities in 
software called SolarWinds used for 
network and infrastructure monitoring.

Status Introduced Draft P Enforced

SACA 2022

Related development: White house releases National Cybersecurity Strategy calling for for two fundamental shifts: 
rebalancing the responsibility to defend cyberspace and realigning incentives to favor long-term investments.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NSC-1v2.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NSC-1v2.pdf
https://www.state.gov/announcing-the-release-of-the-administrations-national-cybersecurity-strategy/#:~:text=The%20National%20Cybersecurity%20Strategy%20calls,to%20favor%20long%2Dterm%20investments.
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Analysis

What’s New?Details

Key Takeaways

Standard Overview

China cyber security standards

China is developing its own automotive cyber standards

China is creating unique standards for automotive cybersecurity, in contrast to the global approach of integrating it into the 
development process through ISO/SAE 21434. These standards by China suggest particular technologies and security measures 
for crucial in-car and off-board systems. This legislation is known as GB Cyber Requirements, while the corresponding standard is 
referred to as China GB/T- Automotive Standard.

Whilst the rest of the world has focused on global ISO/SAE 21434 to embedded cyber into the development process, China is developing its own 
standards that recommend specific technologies and/or security controls for critical in-car and off-board systems.

Legislation: GB Cyber Requirements 
The Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) has plans to introduce over 100 optional standards 
relating to automotive cyber security by 2025. However, in 2021 the MIIT announced that the following two of the standards 
would be upgraded to mandatory GB, meaning that all OEMs must comply with the requirements:
• Cybersecurity technical requirements and test methods for whole vehicle
• General technical requirement of vehicles software update. 
For OEMs that have already started implementing UNECE R155 and are looking into implementing R156 there is minimal 
rework expected, as it is understood the two new standards will be similar to and that they align with UNECE R155 and R156 
respectively. The implementation timing is expected to be for new model's type approved from mid-2023.

Standard: China GB/T- Automotive Standard: China GB/T- Automotive 
The GB/T cyber standards are being developed in batches. 
• In March 2022, the first batch of GB/T automotive cyber standards have been published and status updates provided on 

the second batch.  In September 2022, minor updates on availability of draft GB/T standards
The majority of China’s automotive cyber standards will be published as GB/T recommended national standards (although 2 
will be GB mandated national standards), but it is expected that most domestic OEMs will formally adopt the requirements 
for their future models.  
It is unclear if the recommended standards will be mandated, or if OEMs will suffer any indirect penalty for not adopting the
standards, but as a first step all domestic and foreign OEMs should at least audit their systems against the requirements to 
establish their current baseline position.

GB/T 41578-2022 document 
provides the information security 
requirements of electric vehicle 
charging system. This standard was 
published and enforced on Feb 1st

2023. Link

Status Introduced Draft P Published

https://std.samr.gov.cn/gb/search/gbDetailed?id=E3C42FB7AC412086E05397BE0A0A19F0
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Summary Tables
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Status

DraftIntroduced Published

Latest activity vs status 

About the policy activity placement in the grid

Key highlights

EU – Best Practices/Guidelines 

Europe

Name of the law Recent development(s)
Next 

activity/milestone

EDPB - Guidelines on the 
Interplay between the 
application of Article 3 and the 
provisions on international 
transfers as per Chapter V of 
the GDPR (EU)

EDPB publishes guidelines on provisions with reference to 
international data transfers as per Chapter V of the GDPR

No significant change since 
the last development.

Guidance on AI and data 
protection (UK)

The Information Commissioner's Office ('ICO') announced that it 
had updated its guidance on artificial intelligence and data 
protection

No significant change since 
the last development.

ITS Cyber Sign-Posting 
Guidance (UK)

UK’s Transport Technology Forum published the new guidance
No significant change since 
the last development.

• The Transport Technology Forum has produced Cyber Sign-Posting Guidance for ITS practitioners in collaboration with the Department for Transport. The guidance is aimed at 
helping scheme designers and providers navigate the complex area of cyber security threats and ensure that ITS solutions are built in a secure and robust manner.

• The European Data Protection Board (EDPB) has adopted three sets of guidelines, including clarifications on the interplay between the territorial scope of GDPR and provisions on 
international transfers, guidelines on certification as a transfer tool, and guidelines on avoiding deceptive design patterns in social media platforms that infringe on GDPR requirements. 
The guidelines were updated based on public consultation and feedback. The guidelines aim to provide practical recommendations and best practices for controllers, processors, 
designers, and users to ensure GDPR compliance.
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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